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CU there!

Build your Columbia community...on the road.
Introducing CU there! – a project to benefit students and alumni

WHAT IT IS: A project to help our students and alumni connect across the Columbia community to engage and network during the summer break.

WHY WE’RE DOING IT: To build and highlight our Columbia community.

HOW IT WORKS: CU there! helps students connect informally with alumni – via the regional club network and other alumni groups that have location-specific events. Whether a student is returning to their hometown or moving to a new city, whether participating in a formal internship, working at a summer job, or volunteering, CU there! connects students with fellow students and alumni during the summer. Starting in April, students will sign up and indicate their target summer location. The CAA will distribute the names and emails of students who select each regional club. Clubs reach out to the students and connect with them over the summer.
Progress to Date and Next Steps

- Communications to Regional Clubs and Administration – complete
- Outreach to Students – via social media, student groups, email - NOW
- Encourage students to signup at http://goo.gl/Y5bHiJ – NOW
- Regional clubs makes connections with students – mid-May and beyond
- Collect feedback - late August

Thanks to our partners – the Senate Student Affairs Committee and the Columbia Alumni Association
The Senate Alumni Relations Committee

Anne Armstrong-Coben, Faculty, P&S  aha2@cumc.columbia.edu
Dorothea Lasky, Faculty, Arts  dsl2121@columbia.edu
Joshua Schenk, Student, CC  jms2430@columbia.edu
Smaranda Muresan, Research Officer, CCLS  smara@columbia.edu
Donna MacPhee, CAA  dhm18@columbia.edu
Sharon Liebowitz (Co-chair), Alum.  sjliebowitz@gmail.com
Kurt Roeloffs, (Co-chair), Alum.  kwr3@caa.columbia.edu
Sally Hull, Student Observer, CDM  sah2207@cumc.columbia.edu
Michael Anagnos, Student Observer, CC  michael.anagnos@columbia.edu
Daniel McConnell, Student Observer, P&S  dm2798@columbialedu

Our thanks to:
Hartley Dupont, Alum.  hartleydupont@aol.com
Paula Goodman, Admin. Staff  plg47@Columbia.edu
Jessie Mygatt, CAA  jsm9@columbia.edu
Gerald Sherwin, Alum.  gs481@juno.com